
 
2015 ASICS LA Marathon Sustainability Operational Plan 

 

Now in its 30th year, the ASICS LA Marathon (ALAM) is composed of 4 days of events (March 8 and 13-

15, 2015) featuring the ASICS LA Marathon Kidsmarathon Final Mile, Health & Fitness Expo, LA Big 5K 

and the ASICS LA Marathon.  The event will bring more than 32,000 participants and their families to the 

LA area to participate in one of the top 10 marathons in the United States.  Participants come from all 50 

states and over 57 countries around the world. 

The race is owned by the City of Los Angeles and produced by LA MARATHON LLC, a Los Angeles-based 

event management company.  The team is comprised or administrative, operational, marketing, 

business development and community outreach professionals. 

The operations department oversees all aspects of the operational plan including the event’s 

sustainability and environmental plan.  The operational team will lead, oversee and administer the 

sustainability plan and the event’s goad of achieving certification from the Council for Responsible Sport. 

Purpose: 

The ASICS LA Marathon is committed to producing a sustainable and environmentally conscious event 

which has a quantifiable impact on the environment, the participants, sponsors and the cities of Los 

Angeles, West Hollywood, Beverly Hills and Santa Monica.  The event through LA MARATHON LLC 

sponsors, vendors and staff have developed a comprehensive plan, which includes recycling, 

composting, reducing, reusing, eliminating event generated materials as well as being socially 

responsible.  

Team: 

Leading the operational team is Stacy Embretson, Senior Director of Operations for LA MARATHON LLC.  

Stacy’s roles include overseeing the operational team, reporting to the Vice President of Operations, 

interfacing with city departments including the Street Services divisions for each city.  Additionally, the 

LA MARATHON LLC has contracted the services of Jamie Simon from Canopy Strategies to be the 

sustainability coordinator for the event.  The Street Services departments for all four cities play integral 

roles in the sustainability plan.  These departments will provide the recycling trucks on course and at the 

finish line area as well as attendants to help sort materials.  Stacy also oversees the vendor selection and 

approval process and verifies that each vendor selected for specific services is providing those services 

in the most sustainable way possible.  

Volunteer Coordinator, Michelle Woo, will assist Stacy in some of the day to day operations and will be 

the key lead to recruit and train the Green Team Volunteers.  On race day she will assist with finish line 

operations and oversee the green efforts from a volunteer perspective.   Michelle will also interface 

directly with the Business Development/Sponsorship and Community Outreach departments for the 



 
event.  She will ensure that all sponsors and charities are provided messaging and are aware of the 

event rules regarding product distribution at both the Expo and the Finish Line Festival and the event’s 

green initiatives. 

Finish Line Manager, David Grice, was brought on board to provide guidance and consulting to the 

operations team regarding the finish line venue layout and operations.  He will support the ops teams 

sustainability efforts event wide and will assist in the development of the Council for Responsible Sport 

certification proposal.  David has years of event experience and has guided and assisted other major 

events to achieve Counsil for Responsible Sport Certification.  David’s areas of focus on race weekend 

include the setup, operation and break down of the finish line for the Marathon, overseeing security 

teams and managing the sound, fence and power vendors.   

Other members of the team include Ray and Carmen Santiago.  Ray and Carmen will lead the course 

teams and oversee water station setup/clean up and warehouse logistics.  Ray and Carmen have been 

with the event for 15+ years and are very prepared to manage the course and warehouse in a 

responsible manner that fits within the events overall goal of achieving Counsil for Responsible Sport 

Certification.  They will work very closely with the water station captains to sort and process recycling, 

compost and waste at the water stations and on course activation points.   

 

Communications Plan 

 ALAM has a team of Marketing, Public Relations, Social Media and Spokespersons on staff to 

disseminate information to runners, sponsors, volunteers, spectators and news outlets regarding the 

event’s commitment to producing a sustainable event.  The Marketing team will use the event’s website 

(www.lamarathon.com) and email blasts as its primary communication tools leading up to the event.  

Participants and spectators will find detailed information about public transit options to and from the 

race sites and Expo, Green initiatives, and other news about the event as it develops. 

In conjunction with the website, the Marketing team uses Twitter and the event’s Facebook page to 

post updated and pertinent information in real time.  Using Facebook and Twitter, the event will remind 

runners about using public transportation, locations of recycling centers, and how to get involved and 

assist ALAM in their green initiatives.  The PR team will also use press releases or advisories to post on 

the website and email to news outlets in order to draw media attention to various activities or 

announcements.   

In addition to emails, the website and social media, ALAM has a direct line of communication to 

participants and spectators through the public address systems located at the Expo, Start and Finish 

lines.  The messages broadcasted over the Pas will contain information related to waste management 

(recycling, compost, etc.), environmental impact, and ways participants can assist the ALAM staff with 

its green initiatives.  Signage in the Expo and around the venue will also direct participants towards 

http://www.lamarathon.com/


 
recycling stations and ways they can reduce their carbon footprint at the event (carpooling, using public 

transit, riding a bike, etc.) 

 

Post-Race Recap 

Following the conclusion of the event, the Operations team will schedule debrief meetings with vendors, 

sponsor, staff and volunteers to assess the success of the sustainability plan, identify strengths and 

weaknesses and compile data collected.  These meetings will follow individual reports submitted by staff 

and team captains in which they will outline their areas in detail.  A key component to the evaluation of 

the plan is the data (weights and measures) that the cities’ Streets Services departments provide.  The 

data including overall waste, recycling and composting weights will be factored into the diversion rate 

for the event and be a key component in the carbon footprint of the event. 

The event will also develop and email a post-race survey to registered runners and exhibitors seeking 

their input and feedback on the overall success of the event.  Included in this survey will be questions 

related to the sustainability plan and the runners awareness of the initiatives the event set forth to be a 

“green” event.  Also included will be questions about the participant’s use of public transportation, 

recycle/composting stations and other initiatives.  In addition to the post-race survey, data will be 

gathered and included in the post-race summary through Facebook posts. Twitter posts, participant 

emails and direct phone calls to the event. 

Once the data is collected, processed and analyzed trends and benchmarks can be used to implement 

changes for 2016 and beyond events.  Establishing a baseline standard in 2015 will help set goals for the 

2016 event.  Ultimately the event would like to set the standard for events in the Los Angeles area in 

sustainability and environmentally responsive practices. 

Funding 

The event has taken steps to achieve the Counsil for Responsible Sport Certification through setting 

aside money to cover the increased costs associated with some of the initiatives.  Additionally, through 

the competitive bidding process the event is able to secure favorable pricing and maintain its 

sustainable programs.   

 

The Plan 

Planning and Communications: 

Develop a Formal Plan 



 
ALAM will develop a written plan with the goals of reducing the event’s environmental footprint and 

increasing social impact throughout the Los Angeles area.  The plan will contain realistic goals and 

measurable objectives as well as a working list of tactics. 

Publicize Intentions and Plans 

ALAM will work in conjunction with our PR team to distribute a press release announcing our plans.  The 

press release will be posted on the ALAM website and the site will also have a dedicated page outlining 

our green initiatives.  We will utilize email blasts, Facebook and Twitter to send our regular 

announcements and updates to our participants and volunteers educating them on ways they can help 

the event reduce its environmental footprint. 

Choose facilities that minimize environmental impacts 

In September of 2008, the Los Angeles Convention Center (LACC) became the first U.S. convention 

center of its age and size, and the first City of Los Angeles Building to achieve the national distinction of 

being certified in Leadership for Energy and Environmental Design for existing buildings (LEED-EB) from 

the United States Green Building Council (USGBC). The ALAM will stage its Health and Fitness Expo in the 

South Hall of the LACC and will have more than 100 vendors showcasing the newest running apparel, 

shoes and accessories, distributing product samples and offering tips on health and fitness.  The Expo is 

a valuable event for all runners whether seasoned and serious or just starting out. 

 

In addition to being a LEED certified building, the LACC has progressively explored, tested, and 

implemented new and innovative Earth-friendly initiatives throughout the 54 acre facility to typify its 

commitment to environmental stewardship.  It is committed to increasing landfill diversion and product 

reuse at every available opportunity.  It has adopted measures to reduce water consumption and 

increase energy efficiency.  It is located near Metro train and bus stops and as ample bike racks to help 

with traffic mitigation.  It also has a robust recycling and composting program throughout the facility. 

 

ALAM will also use Dodger Stadium as a staging area for the Start Line.  Participants will be allowed to sit 

in the stands and utilize the bathroom facilities prior to the race.  This is a site with existing water and 

sewage infrastructure.  Also, in 2013-14 the Dodgers made significant upgrades to the building.  This 

included instituting numerous energy efficiency measures including installing new water valves, low-

flush fixtures, waterless urinals, hand-driers to eliminate paper waste, automatic faucets to control 

water flow and new power and lighting systems.  

 

Choose sites that allow for the participation of people with disabilities: 

 

Dodger Stadium (Start), the LACC (Expo) and the Santa Monica Pier parking lot (Finish Line Festival) are 

all ADA compliant.  There are ADA accessible restrooms at the start, finish, Expo and Finish Line Festival.  

Volunteer groups are dedicated for our AWD participants at both the start and finish lines and 



 
transportation is available along the course for AWD participants who are unable to complete the event.  

Site maps will be created for all venues and distributed to participants to show access points and 

routing.  

 

Solicit stakeholder feedback regarding sustainability efforts: 

 

ALAM will send out post-race surveys to the registered runners, exhibitors, and volunteers seeking their 

input and feedback on the overall success of the event.  Included in this survey will be questions related 

to the sustainability plan and the runners awareness of the initiatives the event set forth to be a “green” 

event.  Also included will be questions about the participant’s use of public transportation, 

recycle/composting stations and other initiatives.  In addition to the post-race survey, data will be 

gathered and included in the post-race summary through Facebook posts. Twitter posts, participant 

emails and direct phone calls to the event. 

Once the data is collected, processed and analyzed trends and benchmarks can be used to implement 

changes for 2016 and beyond events.  Establishing a baseline standard in 2015 will help set goals for the 

2016 event.  Ultimately the event would like to set the standard for events in the Los Angeles area in 

sustainability and environmentally responsive practices. 

 

Notify community and solicit feedback to mitigate negative impacts: 

 

ALAM has developed a comprehensive Community Relations action plan.  This plan includes outreach to 

all businesses, churches and neighborhoods located along the course.  Meetings are scheduled with key 

community leaders in the months leading up to the race to better educate those affected about street 

closures, alternate driving routes or parking locations, general race information and spectating 

opportunities.  Letters are sent to all churches along the route and the members are assured access on 

race day.  Special accommodations are made with LADOT on an as needed basis.  Race information is 

also shared on our website, social media channels and the websites of the cities located on the course.   

 

In order to help planning for future years, feedback will be collected from the community groups and 

businesses via surveys, meetings, direct communications and social media.  The event will collect, 

identify and process the data and feedback collected.  The event will assess and come up with at least 

three areas of concern from the community. 

 

Publish a sustainability report: 

 

After the completion of the event, LAM will compile all of the necessary data to electronically publish a 

sustainability report.  The document will include metrics for waste diversion, energy use and measures 

of social impact.   



 
 

Develop a safety and security plan: 

 

LAM works closely with the police departments in Los Angeles, West Hollywood, Beverly Hills and Santa 

Monica to develop safety and security measures along the course.  A written plan will be submitted that 

outlines these procedures as they relate to the Start Line, Course, Finish Line and Finish Line Festival. 

 

Interactive Education Activation: 

 

LAM will host a variety of educational opportunities for spectators including but not limited to the 

following:  health and wellness suggestions, running tips to further engage participants, personal 

sustainability pledges, and education on conservation of natural resources.   

 

Procurement 

Written sustainable procurement policy: 

LAM will create a procurement policy to be shared with all vendors associated with the event.  The 

purpose of this policy is to ensure that all vendors are in alignment with LAM’s goal of reducing 

consumption and waste.  Items included in this policy will relate to guidelines for acceptable materials, 

sustainable printing policies and sustainable giveaways guidance. 

Online registration for participants and volunteers: 

The event offers online registration through imATHLETE.com for all distances and most participants do 

register online.  In 2013, only 3.5% of the total number of registrations was via paper entry.  In order to 

encourage online registration, the event charges a processing fee of $10 per entry for paper entries.  We 

have also purchased two iPads to be used at expos and at our LA Road Runners training site which will 

allow participants to sign up online versus using paper applications.  Our goal is to have 98% of our 

entries completed online and analysis of paper vs. online entries will be produced once registration 

closes. 

Locally produced or certified food and beverages: 

Working through local vendors, the event will source locally produced items for volunteer meals and 

pre/post race runner food.  25% of the total value of the food will be organic, sourced locally or fair 

trade. 

Environmentally friendly portable restrooms: 

The event contracts with a local restroom provider which uses toilet paper made from recycled paper 

and eco-friendly chemicals.  All waste water from the restrooms and hand sinks are transported and 



 
processed through the City of Los Angeles approved methods to ensure safe handling.  The restroom 

vendor will provide records of the materials used in the restrooms for reporting purposes. 

Procuring products/services from locally owned businesses: 

Our event contracts with two locally owned party rental companies.  The companies are based in 

Southern CA and not affiliated with a national parent company.  These companies will provide all of the 

tents, tables, chairs and other party rentals for the start, finish and course. 

 

Resource Management 

 

Diversion plan: 

 

The event is striving to have a diversion rate of 75% for this year.  The event might be able to achieve a 

higher rate of diversion, but without data from previous years, it is difficult to estimate how much 

material was either recycled or composted.  To achieve this credit the event will request weights and 

measures from the Street Services Departments from all four cities for all materials collected in the 

composting, recycling and waste trucks.  The event has agreements with all four cities Street’s 

departments to provide trucks and hauling services for each type of material collected and deliver to 

their processing facilities where it will be properly disposed. 

 

The event is working diligently with each city to understand and collaborate on a waste management 

plan with higher diversion rates.  The plan is after the race this year, to gather all key stakeholders from 

each city to work together on one cohesive plan and signage strategy.  This has not been done before in 

this region.  

 

Recycle a hard to manage item: 

 

The event is going to work with the operations team, water stations and finish line volunteers to 

manage and recycle plastic film/pallet wrap that currently is considered waste.  Prior to the event, a 

count of pallets wrapped in film will be done and an estimate made on the weight of the film on each 

pallet.  Throughout the event, the staff and volunteers will collect and sort the film.  The goal is to 

collect and recycle film from at least 50% of the pallets used on race weekend.  Pallets wrapped in film 

will be deployed to the course (water, Gatorade, cups) and the start/finish (bottled and gallon water, 

Gatorade, food, Heatsheets and medals).  After the event, the film will be transported to an LA city 

recycling center where it will be weighed and recycled.   

 

Measure the water use of the event: 

 



 
Throughout the event, records of water use by vendors and staff will be tracked.  Water used for water 

and Gatorade stations will be tracked by pallet and bottle consumed.  The water deployment 

spreadsheet will state the amount of water needed on course and at the finish line.  All water returning 

to the warehouse that is not donated post-race will be counted and a total water footprint will be 

determined.  Water use from fire hydrants or city sources should be tracked via water meter.  Water use 

from water trucks to fill barricades and water barrels should also be tracked and added to the total. 

 

Calculate Total Carbon Footprint of Event Operations: 

 

The total volume of fuel used or miles driven in each type of vehicle and hours run time per generator 

will be collected and analyzed to establish the total footprint of event operations.  The vehicle rental 

companies will be able to provide the event a breakdown of the miles driven in each vehicle and a 

calculation to determine the amount of fuel based on the average MPG and GPH.   

 

Part 2 Calculate total carbon footprint for travel associated with the event: 

 

The event will measure the carbon footprint of travel by event participants and staff.  To fulfill this credit 

the event needs to determine where all participants and staff are coming from, how they traveled to the 

event and calculate the carbon footprint of each participant.  This could be done through post event 

survey assuming a relative sample size responds with travel information then calculations could be 

extrapolated for the entire event.  The event will also take into consideration all international travel 

including the elite athletes. 

 

Offer and promote a bike valet: 

  

Two free bike valet stations will be set up near the finish line in Santa Monica.  Both stations will be 

staffed by the City of Santa Monica and will be open from 6:30am – 4:30pm for spectator use.  The bike 

valet will be promoted in the marathon race instructions, on the LAM and City of Santa Monica websites 

and through social media. 

 

 

 

 

Access & Equity 

Formal access and equity policy: 

 

The event will submit and Access and Equity plan to outline measures taken to provide a safe and 

inclusive environment. 

 



 
Teach healthy training skills to people new to the sport: 

 

The event offers a marathon training program called the LA Road Runners.  This is a 26 week coached 

program designed to prepare runners of all abilities for the marathon.  Coach Andrew Kastor has created 

a version of the program that caters to new runners.  Weekly emails with training tips are sent to the 

runners and guest speakers address the groups on an almost weekly basis to educate the new runners 

on everything from nutrition to injury prevention to shoe/clothing selection.  Special training sessions 

are held at Dodger Stadium to introduce hill training to the group and injury evaluations are provided at 

no cost by our physical therapy provider.  There are 20 different pace groups within the program to 

allow for runners, run/walk or walkers to participate.  The groups run together on race day so runners 

know that they will have familiar faces helping them to accomplish their goal of finishing the marathon. 

 

Provide an accessibility service for participants: 

 

The event offers both wheelchair and handcycle race categories for our athletes with disabilities.  These 

groups have designated meeting areas (tents with portable toilets, heat, water, food) at the start and 

finish line.  Both categories have dedicated coordinators who oversee all registration and transportation 

needs.  Shuttles are provided at no cost to the participants for transport to the start line and then post 

race from the finish line back to the host hotel.   

 

Provide scholarships to disadvantaged youth: 

 

The event has been a long time sponsor of Students Run LA.  This organization was created to give at-

risk students the opportunity to experience goal setting, character development, adult mentoring and 

improved health by training for and completing the LA Marathon.  The event provides free entries to 

3000+ at-risk students each year further supporting this mission.  The event staff also works with the 

SRLA team year-round to assist with coach/mentor training and to provide support at SRLA lead up 

races. 

 

 

Community Legacy 

 

Measure economic impact: 

 

The event will be hiring an outside agency to conduct an economic impact study of the event.  The 

economic impact will be calculated and reported as it pertains to the event as a whole as well as in all 

four cities along the marathon route. 

 

Promote locally-owned businesses: 



 
The event will work closely with the Chambers of Commerce located along the course to promote local 

businesses and special offers to “buy local” race weekend.  This will be done through email blasts, social 

media and a dedicated community page on the event website.   

 

Partner with a non-profit to promote the mission through publicity initiatives: 

 

The event will work closely with SRLA and our other charity partners to promote special interest stories 

leading up to the event.  There is a dedicated page for the charities on the event website and the 

premier level charties (100 participants +) are promoted through blog posts and social media inclusion. 

 

 

 

 

 


